WAREHOUSE
TECHNOLOGY
THAT DRIVES SUPPLY
CHAIN EFFICIENCY
TODAY’S CHALLENGES
Shortage of on-the-ground labor means doing more with less

11.2

jobs to fill, with warehousing one of the industries
with the most openings1

MILLION

add third party logistics (3PL) services support
within 5 years2

growth in logistics jobs between 2021 to 20311

Continuing growth in e-commerce and time pressures
increases demand on manufacturing and logistics systems

$7+

projected worldwide e-commerce
sales by 20253

TRILLION

of logistics firms expect to
offer same-day deliveries4

Report drop-shipping volumes direct from manufacturers
increased from an average of 22% over the past two years2

Ongoing global disruptions increase transportation
costs, uncertainty, and reduce visibility
Trade friction and supply
chain pressures increase
customs bureaucracy

Air and rail freight limits and
disruptions increase cargo
transportation uncertainties

Strict lockdowns and
restrictions reduce
truck driver numbers

Political conflicts and
economic sanctions
cause price rises

THE TOOLS THAT DRIVE EFFICIENCY
Together, Denali and Zebra provide the widest range of resilient
and agile technology solutions to combat labor shortages
and supply chain disruptions
Mobile computers and tablets
Rugged, secure, configurable, and simple-to-deploy
enterprise devices that improve productivity and efficiency
through access to information, applications and people.

Printers
Self-reliant, durable, remotely
managed and secure
against IoT attacks.

Wearable computers

Vehicle-mount computers

RFID/RTLS

From Android mobile
computers with built-in
intelligence, to diverse
ring scanners for
frontline workers.

Devices for material handling equipment,
withstanding extreme temperatures, shock,
and vibration for operational continuity.

Fully-managed, end-to-end
portfolio with optimized
interoperability and an
integrated analytic platform
giving full visibility for deeper
operational analysis.

INCREASING EFFICIENCY ACROSS
THE WORKFLOW

Receiving

Put-away and Replenishment

Increase visibility with
suppliers,reconcile packing
slips, and quickly sort
inbound materials

Ensure receivables are in the
right location for efficient
picking, inventory turn analysis,
and lost sales elimination
Inventory and
Materials Management
Know the current status and
location of all assets for greater
productivity and cycle
count efficiency

Packing and Staging
Keep the line moving
with hands-free environment,
reducing disruptions

Multi-Modal and
Voice-Directed Picking
Streamline picking process
to increase accuracy
and productivity

Cross Docking

Shipping

Reverse Logistics

Ensure packages and skids
are on the right truck, in the
right order, for fast and
efficient deliveries

Eliminate manual loading
verification processes
and increase accuracy
and optimization

Continuously track assets
to receive, assign a resolution,
and restock to inventory fast

HOW DENALI DELIVERS STAND-OUT SUCCESS

Pre-established relationship
with Zebra meets demand and
delivers quicker sourcing at a
lower, consistent price

Tailored approach for each
customer, with ability to
design, engineer, fabricate,
and ship custom solutions
globally to meet specific needs

Global solutions trusted by the
world’s largest organizations
across 100+ countries

Everything in one place: barcode
scanning, barcode printing, mobile
computing, RFID, locationing,
data platforms, software, service,
and supplies

Innovation that drives
performance across industries
including warehousing,
transportation and logistics,
manufacturing, and retail

Supported by Zebra’s decades of
expertise, design-thinking, and
software development

LEARN MORE ABOUT DENALI’S GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS HERE
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